
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT  
FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY 

 
 
JOHN MELVILLE, on behalf of himself and all 
others similarly situated, 
 
                                            Plaintiff, 
 
 
                   vs. 
 
 
SPARK ENERGY, INC. and SPARK ENERGY 
GAS, LP 
       
                                           Defendants. 

   
 
 
 
 
                   
           Civil Action No. ____________ 

 
CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT 

Plaintiff, John Melville, as and for his class action complaint, alleges, with personal 

knowledge as to his own actions, and upon information and belief as to those of others, as 

follows: 

I.  Nature of the Case 

1. This lawsuit arises from a fraudulent and deceptive scheme perpetrated by 

Defendant Spark Energy, Inc. and Spark Energy Gas, LP (collectively, “Defendant” or 

“SPARK”) relating to the excessive prices SPARK charged consumers for natural gas. 

2. Plaintiff, John Melville, is a New Jersey resident who had previously purchased 

natural gas for heating and cooking in his home from the local public utility, PSE&G, through 

the Fall of 2011.   

3. In 1999, New Jersey deregulated energy supply in the state.  Energy deregulation 

has enabled consumers to purchase their energy supply from an Energy Services Company 

(ESCO) of their choice.  The intent of the deregulation law is to provide consumer choice and 
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allow competition to drive down customer rates.  Since deregulation, the local utility, PSE&G, is 

no longer the only option for energy supply. 

4. In the wake of deregulation, SPARK has become a competing electricity and 

natural gas supplier in New Jersey.  SPARK promises customers savings on their monthly 

energy bills if they switch from their local utilities (such as PSE&G) to SPARK. 

5. A “therm” is the unit of measurement for natural gas consumption.  Utility 

companies typically charge consumers a dollar rate per therm, on a monthly basis, for their 

consumption of natural gas.  

6. SPARK offers consumers two general options to purchase natural gas – either a 

fixed rate or variable rate.  A fixed rate means the cost per therm will be a constant dollar amount 

each month.  A variable rate will fluctuate from month to month over the course of the 

agreement, typically one year. 

7. SPARK has taken advantage of New Jersey energy deregulation by engaging in a 

deceptive, bait-and-switch scheme.  SPARK promises customers competitive variable rates 

based on market rates.  But, after enticing customers to switch from their local utilities or other 

energy suppliers to SPARK, Defendant routinely increases its customers’ rates well above the 

market and applies rates that are untethered to fluctuations in the wholesale price of energy.  

Customers often end up paying two, three, or even four times more for natural gas than what 

they paid before converting to SPARK, or what they would pay with their local public utility.  

8. The end result is that, instead of benefitting from switching to SPARK, a typical 

customer loses out – to the tune of hundreds or even thousands of dollars per year.  Thus, 

SPARK deceptively causes its customers to pay considerably more for natural gas services than 

they should have and otherwise would have paid. 
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9. Plaintiff John Melville, on behalf of the class he seeks to represent, brings this 

lawsuit to redress Defendant’s unlawful and unconscionable consumer practices under the New 

Jersey Consumer Fraud Act, N.J.S.A. § 56:8-1 et seq., as well as under New Jersey common law 

based on contract and the covenant of good faith and fair dealing.  Plaintiff also brings a claim in 

the alternative for unjust enrichment.  Through its deceptive and unconscionable practices, upon 

information and belief, SPARK bilked the class, consisting of hundreds or thousands (or tens of 

thousands) of current and former customers with variable-rate natural gas plans in New Jersey, 

out of millions of dollars. 

II.  Jurisdiction and Venue 

10. Jurisdiction in this civil action is authorized pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1332(d), as 

minimal diversity exists, there are more than 100 class members, and the amount in controversy 

is in excess of $5 million. 

11. Venue is proper in this district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391 because SPARK is 

subject to personal jurisdiction here and regularly conducts business in the District of New 

Jersey, Plaintiff resides in this district, and because a substantial part of the events or omissions 

giving rise to the claims asserted herein occurred in this district. 

III.   The Parties 

12. Plaintiff John Melville is a resident of the State of New Jersey.  

13. Defendant Spark Energy, Inc., is a Delaware corporation with its principal place 

of business in Texas, and, either directly or through its subsidiaries, is licensed as an electricity 

and natural gas supplier in the State of New Jersey. 

14. Defendant Spark Energy Gas, LP is a Delaware limited partnership with its 

principal place of business in Texas, and, either directly or through its subsidiaries, is licensed as 
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IV.   Operative Facts 

15. SPARK takes advantage of the regime in deregulated states such as New Jersey 

by adopting deceptive and unconscionable business tactics.  Defendant misleads consumers to 

believe that by switching to SPARK, they will save money over their local public utilities.  

SPARK further represents that its rates will be tied to market factors and its rates will be 

competitive with the market.  In fact, as many customers soon discover, SPARK’s 

representations only hold true, if it all, initially; after a period of time, their rates skyrocket, 

completely divorced from prevailing market conditions or the wholesale cost of energy.  At a 

minimum, SPARK exploits ambiguities in its representations and customer agreements to draw 

consumers in by creating the expectation of competitive prices they will never see.  SPARK fails 

to disclose that, on a consistent and pre-programmed basis, its regular rates are substantially 

higher than the public utility company, and are exorbitant when compared to the market. 

16. SPARK’s solicitations state that customers such as Mr. Melville who switch to 

SPARK for electricity would save money on their energy bills as compared to their local utility 

company.  Upon information and belief, SPARK’s advertisements and promotional materials 

routinely indicated that customers would save on their energy rates.   

17. For example, SPARK’s website states that “When companies compete for 

business, you win” and “Competition drives prices down.  And customers pay less.”  Moreover, 

when asked, SPARK salespeople and representatives also attempt to reassure customers that the 

company’s prices are “competitive” and will average out over time. 
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18. These statements are misleading because they fail to indicate that SPARK’s rates 

are generally substantially higher than the local utility company and that new customers were 

virtually assured of receiving far more expensive service. 

19. But as most customers eventually realize, they will not save money on their 

variable-rate natural gas bills.  After an initial period with SPARK, customers’ rates go up and 

will never reflect market prices.  In fact, SPARK’s rates are not competitive with the local 

provider and are not in line with market factors.  Customers who switch to SPARK can wind up 

paying as much as two to three times above the going rate in the area.  The company’s customers 

in New Jersey and nationwide regularly complain that SPARK’s rates far exceed that of the 

public utility, that their rates have doubled or more after the first month, and that they are often 

being overcharged by more than 100% as compared to remaining with their local utilities. 

20. Moreover, SPARK’s claims that its rates are market sensitive are undermined by 

the fact that there is no correlation between the prices it charges its customers and the local cost 

of energy; often SPARK’s rates remain the same from month-to-month or increase, even in 

periods where market costs decline. 

21. SPARK does not disclose these material facts to its customers but rather actively 

encourages the false perception that switching to and remaining with SPARK will mean savings 

to the cost-conscious consumer. 

22. SPARK’s various representations regarding price are materially misleading to 

consumers and have the capacity to mislead.  Given knowledge of the relevant facts regarding 

SPARK’s exorbitant rates after the first month, no reasonable consumer would choose it as an 

energy supplier. 

V.   Factual Allegations Regarding John Melville 
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23. In the summer of 2011, a sales representative for SPARK knocked on the door of 

Mr. Melville’s home and told him that he would save a minimum of 10% on his monthly energy 

bill if he enrolled with SPARK.   

24. After viewing the company’s advertisements, website, and other representations, 

Plaintiff John Melville submitted an application on or about August 2011 to switch to SPARK as 

his energy supplier.  The company accepted and he began receiving electricity from SPARK in 

October of 2011 and natural gas in November of 2011. 

25. For the first few months of SPARK service, the SPARK rate under his variable 

rate plan for natural gas per therm remained somewhat competitive with the PSE&G rate.  But 

eventually, the SPARK rate per therm was consistently higher than the PSE&G rate per therm. 

26. The disparity between the SPARK rate per therm and what would have been Mr. 

Melville’s rate per therm had he stayed with PSE&G became noticeably apparent in or about late 

2013. 

27. By November 2013, the SPARK rate per therm more than tripled the prevailing 

PSE&G rate, or $0.9990152 versus $0.2987982.  In January 2014, the SPARK rate per therm 

increased to $1.0337811, while the PSE&G rate was $0.4466825.  In the next two months, the 

SPARK rate per therm increased to $1.2990009 (in February 2014) and $1.3990008 (in March 

2014), while the PSE&G rate actually dropped to $0.4075572 (in February 2014) and 

$0.2940676 (in March 2014).  The March 2014 rates, for example, reveal how SPARK charged 

more than four times the prevailing PSE&G rate.  This and other discrepancies cannot be 

explained as a seasonal variation, as the SPARK rate consistently was more than double the 

PSE&G rate into the ensuing spring, summer, and fall months. 
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28. In total, SPARK overcharged Mr. Melville by at least hundreds of dollars for gas 

as compared to what PSE&G was charging. 

29. SPARK’s misstatements and omissions caused Mr. Melville injury because he 

believed that he would be charged less for natural gas than he was actually charged by SPARK.  

Mr. Melville would not have enrolled in SPARK’s service but for Defendant’s deceptive and 

unconscionable marketing and business practices.  Had Mr. Melville known that the rates he 

would be charged by SPARK would in fact be substantially higher than the rates available from 

his previous natural gas supplier, PSE&G, he would not have enrolled with SPARK.  Mr. 

Melville has sustained economic injury, an ascertainable loss, caused by Defendant’s omissions 

and misstatements. 

30. Similarly, the other members of the class have routinely paid substantially more 

for SPARK service as compared with their previous suppliers and have not received the 

competitive rates and savings they have been told to expect by the company. 

31. SPARK’s unfair and deceptive scheme as alleged herein constitutes a continuing 

violation over the course of each and every time Mr. Melville (or any other class member) was 

overcharged for natural gas.  Further, SPARK actively concealed its wrongful conduct by 

maintaining to Mr. Melville and other members of the class, in SPARK’s marketing, invoicing, 

and other communications directed to consumers, that the prices SPARK charged for natural gas 

were the result of competitive market forces when, in reality, they were the result of SPARK’s 

fraud.  Mr. Melville and other members of the class could not discover through reasonable 

diligence the nature of SPARK’s wrongful conduct earlier by virtue of SPARK’s active 

concealment of its wrongdoing. 

VI.  Class Action Allegations 
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32. Plaintiff John Melville brings this action to recover damages and other relief on 

behalf of himself and a class of all SPARK customers with variable-rate plans who used SPARK 

as their natural gas supplier in New Jersey during the applicable statutory period. 

33. Defendant has engaged in an ongoing unlawful practice of deceptively inducing 

customers to switch energy providers to SPARK and to retain their SPARK accounts by 

misrepresenting that they will receive competitive market-based rates and/or will likely save 

money on average over their local public utilities. 

34. This action is properly brought as a class action for the following reasons: 

(a) The class consists of at least hundreds of members and is so numerous that 
joinder of all members is impractical. 

 
(b)  There exist questions of law and fact common to the class which 

predominate over any questions affecting only individual members, 
including: 

 
(1) whether Defendant charged exorbitant, undisclosed energy 

supply rates in violation of its representations to the class 
members; 

 
(2) whether Defendant’s conduct violates the New Jersey 

Consumer Fraud Act;  
 
(3) whether Defendant breached the contract and/or the 

implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing inherent in 
all New Jersey contracts;  

 
(4) whether Defendant’s conduct has resulted in the unjust 

enrichment of SPARK, to the detriment of the class 
members, requiring restitution and/or disgorgement of 
unjustly retained monies; 

 
(5) whether Defendant should be enjoined from continuing its 

unlawful practices; and 
 
(6) whether Defendant is liable to the Class and the measure of 

damages. 
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(c)  Plaintiff John Melville’s claims are typical of the claims of the class.  In 
common with all class members, Plaintiff was injured by Defendant’s 
imposition of exorbitant, undisclosed energy supply rates that were not 
commensurate with the market. Plaintiff has suffered the same kind of 
harm as other class members. 

 
(d)  Plaintiff has hired counsel able and experienced in class action litigation 

and will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the class. 
 
(e)  A class action is superior to other available methods for the fair and 

efficient adjudication of the controversy. Individual damages to any one 
class member may be relatively small, making the expense of individual 
litigation prohibitive or impractical for class members. 

 
COUNT I 

VIOLATION OF THE NEW JERSEY 
CONSUMER FRAUD ACT, N.J.S.A. 56:8-1, ET SEQ., 

 
35. Plaintiff repeats and re-alleges the allegations contained in the preceding 

paragraphs of this complaint and incorporates such paragraphs by reference. 

36. Plaintiff and other members of the class are “persons” within the meaning of 

N.J.S.A. 56:8-1(d). 

37. Defendant’s conduct alleged herein constitutes a “sale” within the meaning of 

N.J.S.A. 56:8-1(e). 

38. The New Jersey Consumer Fraud Act (“NJCFA”) declares unlawful “[t]he act, 

use or employment by any person of any unconscionable commercial practice, deception, fraud, 

false pretense, false promise, misrepresentation, or the knowing, concealment, suppression, or 

omission of any material fact with intent that others rely upon such concealment, suppression or 

omission, in connection with the sale or advertisement of any merchandise or real estate, or with 

the subsequent performance of such person as aforesaid, whether or not any person has in fact 

been misled, deceived or damaged thereby[.]” N.J.S.A. 56:8-2.   
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39. Defendant SPARK has engaged in unfair, unlawful and deceptive acts in trade 

and commerce which have the capacity and tendency to deceive and, in fact, did deceive Plaintiff 

and the class, and damaged Plaintiff and class members. 

40. Defendant represented that its energy supply rates would be market-based and 

competitive and/or that customers would on average save money over their local public utilities.  

But consumers did not save money.  In fact, Defendant’s actual rates were excessive and 

unreasonable and bore no reasonable relationship to market rates.  

41. Defendant committed an unlawful, deceptive, and unconscionable trade practice 

by inducing its customers to switch to or remain with SPARK and then proceeding to charge 

them exorbitant rates far out of line with the gas market. 

42. Defendant wrongfully concealed, suppressed, and omitted to disclose that its 

average rates were far higher than local public utilities and that the main goal of the so-called 

“competitive,” “market-based” pricing system was not to save money on behalf of Plaintiff and 

the class members but to reap undue profits at their expense.   

43. Defendant’s misrepresentations and omissions had the capacity to mislead 

Plaintiff and the members of the class into believing (i) that SPARK’s rates would be 

significantly lower than the amounts SPARK actually charged, and (ii) that these rates would be 

substantially equivalent to or better than the rates charged by Plaintiff’s and the class members’ 

local public utilities.  Plaintiff and the class members were injured as a result. 

44. Defendant’s practices are grossly disproportionate with the industry.  Upon 

information and belief, most ESCOs do charge competitive market-based rates which generally 

meet or beat a customer’s local public utility.  On the occasions where a private supplier’s rates 

are higher than the public utility, it is usually only by a very small percentage. 
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45. Because of Defendant’s unlawful, deceptive, unfair, and unconscionable trade 

practice and scheme, Plaintiff and other members of the class have suffered injury and damages 

in an amount to be determined at trial.  Pursuant to the NJCFA, this court has the power to enjoin 

the Defendant’s conduct.  Unless enjoined by this court, Defendant will continue their unlawful 

practice of charging excessive undisclosed rates to SPARK’s New Jersey customers. 

COUNT II 
BREACH OF CONTRACT/BREACH OF THE 

COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING 
 

46. Plaintiff repeats and re-alleges the allegations contained in the preceding 

paragraphs of this complaint and incorporate such paragraphs by reference. 

47. Plaintiff and SPARK entered into a valid contractual agreement.  The Contract is 

attached hereto as Exhibit A. 

48. The act of imposing unreasonable and exorbitant energy prices – unrelated to the 

market values – in violation of the company’s representations amounts to a breach of a valid 

contract, which caused Plaintiff and class members to suffer actual, ascertainable losses.     

49. Plaintiff and other members of the class have performed all material obligations 

imposed on them in the contract.  Defendant has not performed the obligations imposed on them 

in the contract.    

50. In addition, every contractual arrangement inherently carries with it a covenant of 

good faith and fair dealing.  Under this covenant, we are not to suppose that one party is put at 

the mercy of the other but will read in any necessary conditions to ensure a mutuality of 

obligation under fair terms. 

51. When a contract contains an indefinite price term – such, as here, Defendant’s 

variable, market-based pricing – the seller does not have unfettered discretion to set the price. 

 - 11 -
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52. Here, Defendant has failed to satisfy this obligation.  Instead of setting their rates 

in good faith consistent with the market, Defendant has unilaterally imposed exorbitant, 

undisclosed rates on its customers, including Plaintiff and the members of the class.  In actuality, 

Defendant’s rates bear no reasonable relationship to market rates.  While Defendant represents 

that, on average, their rates will be competitive with and/or undercut the market (as represented 

by the local public utilities that most SPARK customers switch from), in reality, SPARK’s rates 

generally far exceed that market. 

53. Under the covenant of good faith and fair dealing, SPARK should have billed 

customers like Plaintiff at a reasonable, market-based rate as promised – that is, a rate similar, 

competitive, or equivalent to the rate charged by the class members’ local public utilities during 

the class period.  All monies paid above this reasonable amount should be restored to the class as 

damages.  

54. Plaintiff and the class have been damaged by SPARK’s breach of the covenant of 

good faith in an amount to be determined at the trial of this action. 

COUNT III 
UNJUST ENRICHMENT 

(IN THE ALTERNATIVE) 
 

55. Plaintiff repeats and re-alleges the allegations contained in the preceding 

paragraphs of this complaint and incorporate such paragraphs by reference. 

56. Should the Court determine that a valid, enforceable, and binding contractual 

relationship did not exist between the parties at any time or covering any aspect of their 

relationship, Plaintiff brings this claim in the alternative for unjust enrichment.  
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57. Because of the wrongful activities described above, including charging Plaintiff 

exorbitant rates grossly out of line with market rates, Defendant has received money belonging 

to the Plaintiff and the class. 

58. By collecting exorbitant and unreasonable rates from SPARK customers, 

Defendant has benefited from receipt of the excessive rates, and under principles of equity and 

good conscience, Defendant should not be permitted to keep this money. 

59. Defendant has reaped illegal profits and unjustly enriched themselves at the 

expense of Plaintiff and class members. 

60. As a result of Defendant’s imposition of these excessive and unreasonable energy 

rates, Defendant must account to the Plaintiff and class members for such unjust enrichment and 

disgorge their unlawful profits as restitution to the class. 

61. By reason of the foregoing, Plaintiff and the class have suffered money damages 

in an amount to be determined at the trial of this action. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff and the class pray for judgment: 

A.  declaring this action to be maintainable as a class action;  

B.  awarding compensatory damages to Plaintiff and the class members; 

C.  awarding double or treble damages pursuant to law; 

D.  enjoining Defendant from continuing to implement its unlawful and illegal 

trade practices and schemes; 

E.  awarding Plaintiff all costs and disbursements, including attorneys’ fees, 

experts’ fees, and other class action related expenses; 
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F.  awarding pre-judgment and post-judgment interest to Plaintiff and the 

class members on their damages; and 

G.  granting such other and further relief as may be just and proper. 

Jury Demand 

Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure Rule 38, Plaintiff and the class demand a 

trial by jury of all issues.   

 GOLOMB & HONIK, P.C. 
  
  /s/ Kenneth J. Grunfeld 
 
 

Richard M. Golomb, Esquire  
Kenneth J. Grunfeld, Esquire 
David J. Stanoch, Esquire  
1515 Market Street, Suite 1100 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 
Tel: 215-985-9177 
Fax: 215-985-4169 
rgolomb@golombhonik.com 
kgrunfeld@golombhonik.com 
dstanoch@golombhonik.com 
 

 Attorneys for Plaintiff 
DATED: December 17, 2015  
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   (c) Attorneys.  Enter the firm name, address, telephone number, and attorney of record.  If there are several attorneys, list them on an attachment, noting
in this section "(see attachment)".

II.  Jurisdiction.  The basis of jurisdiction is set forth under Rule 8(a), F.R.Cv.P., which requires that jurisdictions be shown in pleadings.  Place an "X" 
in one of the boxes.  If there is more than one basis of jurisdiction, precedence is given in the order shown below.
United States plaintiff.  (1) Jurisdiction based on 28 U.S.C. 1345 and 1348.  Suits by agencies and officers of the United States are included here.
United States defendant.  (2) When the plaintiff is suing the United States, its officers or agencies, place an "X" in this box.
Federal question.  (3) This refers to suits under 28 U.S.C. 1331, where jurisdiction arises under the Constitution of the United States, an amendment 
to the Constitution, an act of Congress or a treaty of the United States.  In cases where the U.S. is a party, the U.S. plaintiff or defendant code takes 
precedence, and box 1 or 2 should be marked.
Diversity of citizenship.  (4) This refers to suits under 28 U.S.C. 1332, where parties are citizens of different states.  When Box 4 is checked, the 
citizenship of the different parties must be checked.  (See Section III below; NOTE: federal question actions take precedence over diversity 
cases.)

III.  Residence (citizenship) of Principal Parties.  This section of the JS 44 is to be completed if diversity of citizenship was indicated above.  Mark this
section for each principal party.

IV. Nature of Suit.  Place an "X" in the appropriate box.  If the nature of suit cannot be determined, be sure the cause of action, in Section VI below, is 
sufficient to enable the deputy clerk or the statistical clerk(s) in the Administrative Office to determine the nature of suit.  If the cause fits more than 
one nature of suit, select the most definitive.

V. Origin.  Place an "X" in one of the six boxes.
Original Proceedings.  (1) Cases which originate in the United States district courts.
Removed from State Court.  (2) Proceedings initiated in state courts may be removed to the district courts under Title 28 U.S.C., Section 1441.  
When the petition for removal is granted, check this box.
Remanded from Appellate Court.  (3) Check this box for cases remanded to the district court for further action.  Use the date of remand as the filing 
date.
Reinstated or Reopened.  (4) Check this box for cases reinstated or reopened in the district court.  Use the reopening date as the filing date.
Transferred from Another District.  (5) For cases transferred under Title 28 U.S.C. Section 1404(a).  Do not use this for within district transfers or 
multidistrict litigation transfers.
Multidistrict Litigation.  (6) Check this box when a multidistrict case is transferred into the district under authority of Title 28 U.S.C. Section 1407.  
When this box is checked, do not check (5) above.

VI. Cause of Action.  Report the civil statute directly related to the cause of action and give a brief description of the cause.  Do not cite jurisdictional 
statutes unless diversity.  Example: U.S. Civil Statute: 47 USC 553  Brief Description: Unauthorized reception of cable service

VII. Requested in Complaint.  Class Action.  Place an "X" in this box if you are filing a class action under Rule 23, F.R.Cv.P.
Demand.  In this space enter the actual dollar amount being demanded or indicate other demand, such as a preliminary injunction.
Jury Demand.  Check the appropriate box to indicate whether or not a jury is being demanded.

VIII. Related Cases.  This section of the JS 44 is used to reference related pending cases, if any.  If there are related pending cases, insert the docket 
numbers and the corresponding judge names for such cases.

Date and Attorney Signature.  Date and sign the civil cover sheet.
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August 8, 2011

John Melville
210 W BROWNING RD
COLLINGSWOOD, NJ 08108

Utility Account #:
PG000008065930338740
210 W BROWNING RD
COLLINGSWOOD, NJ 08108

Dear Jahn Melville,

Thank you far choosing Spark Energy, L.P. to be your gas provider and for your participation in the Gas
Choice Program.

This letter acknowledges your enrollment with Spark Energy and confirms that you have selected the
Spark Preferred Flex-Rate Pian. The Spark Preferred Flex-Rate Plan provides you amonth-to-month
plan where your rate may vary according. to market conditions. This plan does not include a monthly
maintenance fee or an early termination fee. A copy of the product terms and conditions of this plan
are included for your records.

While Spark Energy is your new gas provider, please remember that PSEG will continue to deliver your
- gas, read your meter, maintain equipment, issue your invoices, and respond to your service needs.

However, Spark Energy is always available and willing to assist with any questions or concerns that
may arise.

We at Spark Energy know you have a choice of energy providers, and we appreciate your business.
Our customer service team is available Monday -Friday, 8:00 am — 8:00 pm and Saturdays from 10:00
am to 5:OOpm (EST) to respond fo any questions you may have regarding your account. Please feel
free to call us at 1-800-411-7514 for assistance or email us at customercare@sparkenergy.com. You
may also visit our website at ~vww.SparkEnerg~com for more information about nur company.

Thank you again for your business. We're committed to a better cus#omer experience for every Spark
Energy customer, and are confident you'll be glad you chose us as your provider.

Sincerely,

Spark Energy, L.P.

Empower what mattersT"'
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New Jersey Residential and Small Commercial
Customer Disclosure Statement and Terms of Service

'CUis is an agreement for natural gas service between Spark Energy Gas, I.,P (Spark Energy) and you, for [he service address or
addresses sc:t forth in your Welcome Letter or Nahiral Gas Service Agreement. Together, this Customer Disclosure Statement
(CDS), including the terms of service set forth herein, and your Welcome T.etter or Natural Gtis Service Agreement (NGSA)
collectively describe yow agreement with respect to your purchase of nad~ral gas serrice from Spark Energy (Agreement). You
will be bound by all the provisions of the Agreement, as they mny be amende<9 .from time to time. Spark Energy is licensed as a
Third Party Supplier (TPS) by the New jersey Board of Public Utilities ro offer and supply natural gas service in New Jersey. We
set the supply prices and charges that you pay. Your Local Distribvtion Utility will deliver the natural gas to you. The Board of
Public Urilities regulates distribution prices and services. The Federal Energy Regutawry Commission regulates transmission
prices acid services.

Definitions

• Small Coaunerciai Customer -- A nonresidential customer that has a peak demand of less than 20,000 therms during the

most recent consecutive ! 2 month. period.
• Local Distribution Utility (L,DU) ~- A gas or electric corporation owning, operating or managing electric or gas facilities for

the purpose of distributing gas or electriciry to end users.
• t;ommodrty Charge —Charge for the supply of natural gas.
• BPU —the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities.
• 'Transmission Chflrge —Charge for mooing natural gas from a supply point to the dish-ibuNon sysiem of a natural gas

distribution company.

Right of Rescission - Residentlal customers may contack the LDU to rescind this Agreement wkhin fourteen (14) calendar days hom
tfie date of the LDU`s confirmation notice of switch to Spark Energy.

Terms of Service

1. Basic Service Prices.

Your rate plan will be as spocifaed in ynnr CDS.

Fried Rale PJa~r: Yon will pay the fixed rate per therm as specified in your CAS or Natural Gas Service Agreement for the
length of youT'tem~. Yoe may also pny a monthly administrative fee, the amount of which, if app3icablt, is disclosed in your
CnS or Natural Gas Service Agreement.

/mnre~h'a!e Sirvingr~ Plan; ~'or the farsG two months. of your plan, you will receive a s~recified percentage savings (shown in your
CDS) off oC the LDU's base energy rate far natural .gas supply. Thereafter, you will receive Spark Energy's standazd variable
rAte which will vary according to market conditions. You mey also pay a morikhly administrative fee, the. amount of which, if
applicable, is disclosed in your CDS nr Natural lies $ervyce Agreement

{'a~rableRarePla~r. A month-to-month plan where your rake may vary according to market conditions.

The rttte you pay Spark Energy will include the Commcxlity Charge and Transmission Charge. Xour price includes applicable
New Jersey sales and use taxes imposed by New Jrasey State '~'ax Law. You are responsible £or tiny and all additional taxes
(wfiother pesaed through to you on LDU'x bill as n separate true item or as part of the price of natural gas, us required by law, rule
or regulation) and LDU charges for delivery and distribution services. Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement oz as
required by law, all taxes of whntsoever kind, nature and.description, due and payable wish respect to ynur performance; of your
obligations under this Agreement, wilt be paid by you. If you are a lei-exempt entity, you must provide Spark Energy with the
necessary certificates and other documangtion to qualify fox such status.

2. Billing. Yaur'LDU will contimie to issue a monthly bill and the bill will iaclude both your Transmission Chazge and your
Crnnmodity Charge, and any other charges incunul in accordance with this Agreement. F.3.ills will continue to be based on actual
~r estimated meter readings. CJnless otherwise provided herein, your payment terms and late payment penalties will be governed

by the terms of the LD[I's tarifT: Spark Energy dog ~~ot pay or arrange for the payment of any outstanding debts owed by you to
the I.DU or a previous TPS.

3. Length of Agreement (Term). The Term of this Agreement is shown on your CDS. Willi the exception of a new meter

installation or special meter reading date, yvu will tray your naturnl gas service for tl~e service addresses set forUi in your
Welcome ,Letter or Nanual Gas Service Agreement from Spark Energy an the next regularly scheduled meter reading date
available and will continue to do so for the entire Term. This Agreement shall ramnin in effect until you notify Sgazk EAcrgy ui
writing or by phone of your intent to cancel at least 30 days ~riorto your requested end date and until such time as the LllT7

completes the termination in accordance with its rules.

4. Penalties Fees and Exceptions.

You may be assessed an early termination fee if you eancel ar terminate this Agreement prior to the end of the Term. If
an early termination fee is appflcable, the amount of the early termination fee will be as specified in your Disclosure
Statement, Welcome Letter or Natural Gas Service Agreement.

Nntwithstnnding d~c foregoing, yon may cancel tfiis Agreement without penalty if you move to another (ovarian and provide a
forwarding address and, if required, reasonable evidence that ypu no Iung~K nc:c:upy the service flddress. l'ou will be responsible
for amounts due, up to the switch date, of all outstanding charges incurred prior to cancellntimi by you.
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(£you dcf'ault in the prompt payment of amounts due under fl~is Agreement, you will be liuUle for any and. aA fees or charges,
including reasonable atfarney fees and cc~art e<~sts, incurred in conncxtiori with the collection of delinquent balances. Spark
Gner~;y may use the services of debt collection agencies, consumer repartine agencies, and gther remedies as allowed Vy faw to
cpllecc any unpaid balances on your account,

5. Cancellation Provisions. Residential customers may cancel this Agreement wid~out any penalty any timz before midnight of
the fourteenth calendar• day after the d~.t~ of the cunfittnation notice fmm t}ae I,UU of your enrollment. Otherwise, you may
cancel this Agreement at any tune by calling Spark Energy, but you wi Il ba rtquimd to pay the early termination tee described in
Section 4 above, iC applicable. tf you are 1 residential customer, with 4S hours notice you may cattcel this Agreement withuirt
penalty as a result ~f relocation, or if disability rcnde~•s you unable to pay for szivice, o~• upon your death. Tf you request to czu~cel
t1~is Agreement, the cancellation will not take effect until the next actual meter read date E'ollowing tt~e date Spark Energy notifies
ynur LDC~, You will be responsible for all payments dLre Hereunder until the cancellation of natural gas service is compietcci. If
for any reason Spark energy is nn longer able to econatnicaUy continue this Agreement, Spark Energ~~ may terminate this
Agreement at any time with. at Ic:ast thirty (30) calendaz days notice to you after complying with applicable regulations. This
Agreement may be cancelled at the sole discretion of Spark Energy if you fail to meet auy of tt~e cte~nis and conditions of flits
Agreement. or if any of the infi~rmation you have provided to Spark Energy is ar becomes untrue. Tf this Agreement is canceled,
expires, or otherwise tanninated, you wilt re~:eive uninteirapted service front the LU'U until you designntc another provider of
natural gas service or service is shut off' by the LDU. Only Qic LDU may shut off your eleetric power.

6. Agreement ExpilationlChange in Terms. If you Have a fixed te~~ti agreement with us and it is appmacliing the en~iration date,
we will send you advance notice either in yrnrr bill or in a separate mailing at least 30 days befate the expiration date. We will
ra~plain your options in tilts advance notice and we will fallow your inamictiuns. If you do not res}~and to tltie notice, at our
discretion, we may renew ycwr natural gas service under amonth-ro-month Variable nurket rate.

If we propose to change our terms of suvice, Spark l~nergy will ~.~rovide written notice to you of uny material change to this
Agreement nt least 30 days prior to the date auy such change becomcTs ef~'~~ctrve. Upon rrceipt of written notice of a material
change, you may terminate dais Agreement without penalty prior to the date such d~ange trecomes effective.

7. Information Release and Authorization. You designate Spark Entrgy as your authori2cd agent and hereby authorize Spark
E?nergy to pbtnin Historical usage, billing and payment history, and credit history. Acceptance of this Agreement is an
autharizution for the release of the inPormacion. You also hereby authorize Spark Energy to arrange cie(ivery and other services
for the parpose of serving your account. This authorization will remain in effect during the Term as;d any renewal term of this
Agreement. You may rtscind your authorization at any time by provifling written notice thereof to Spark Energy.

8. Dispute Procedures. Contact us by any of die means provided at the botWm of theae Terms and Conditions with any
qu~,stians canceming our germs of service or your bill, You may contact the New Jersey $PU to file a coznplzint if you are not
sntisticci after discussing your questions or concerns with us.

9. Warranties. SPAItIC ~NI?RGY MAKES NO REPR~SENTA7`TONS OIL WAItRANTI~S, EITTi~R EXPRESSED OR
IMPLIED, WI'C!{ [U GAR,L) TU THE PROVISION OF NATCSRAL GAS S~R.VTCT: At~117 DISCLAIMS ANX AND ALT.
CVA.RRAN'C1ES, EXPRESSED OR. R~SPI,IEn, INCLLTD.ING BtJT NQT LIMITER TO, WA7tRAN'1'IT?S UP
MERCFIANTAFiILTTY, FITTIESS F4R A'PART[CUT:AR PURPOSE, Ui2 ARTSTNCi OUT U'F ANY CUTl1LSE OF UEA~:.ING
OP. CISAGE OF 1'RADB.

10. Limitation of Liability. You will be deemed to be in exclusive control (and responsible Por any damages or injury caused
thereby) oC the natural gas power after receipt at the delivery point nr paints. SPARK ENERGY ~VlLL NOT BB LIABLE FOR
CONSEQUi ?VTIAI., (?VCIDE':.iTAL, SPECIAI„ PUNTT7VL, FX:BMJ'LARY U[2 IN~tEtX'Cf' T)AIvtAC:ES (1NC.T.UDING LOST
PTZQFITS QR OTHER BUSIN'G5S TN'['k.K[tUf~'1'ION T.)AMAGES), ~~VHETFTER BY STATUTE, TN CONTRACT OR TnRT,
EVG\' IF TFfL~ RESIIT.T UI^ N'ECeLIGE;~TCE (WEI6Tf~£It SALE, 7t~IN'f', CONCURRENT, ACTIVI; C}R PASSIVE). ALL
pTETER T,IAIitI.ITY vVIL~. BE LIMITED Tn bIltECT ACT[IAL DAMAGES ONLY, AND SUCH DIRECT ACl'CJAL
UAMACrES WILL BTi T'I~IE SdLE A?1D EXCLUSIVE REMTiDY. YOU IifiRTiBY WAVE ALL OTk{~h` ItEMfiD[ES AT
LAVv' UR 1'N E(?UI7'Y. 'I'FTGTLE ARE NO TFt[R.D PARTY ~3ENCFICIAR.[L'S TQ Tt1iS AGREEMENT. Tv the extent any
damages required to be paid. hereunder are liquidated, the parties pcknpwledge that the clumages :u~: not intended and s}~all not be
construcYi as u penalty, such damages are diftTcult or u»possible to determine, that odterwise obcsining an adequate remedy is
inconvenient or impossible, and that the liquidated damages constitute a rcasoneble approxinwtion ~f the harm or loss.

T1. Miscellaneous.

(a} Spu•k Energy will not assess a charge to a residentiat customer for starting or stopping service, if done within the terms of
this Agreement. This provision does nett prohibit an early termination fee ~r penalty for failure to adhere. to this Agroemen[,

(b) iC Spark Energy is rendered unable to perform, in w}3ole or in paR, by a Force Majeure event, its perfonuance under this
Agreement witl be excused fc~r the duration of such event. "Force Majeure" means any act pr event t}~at is beyond the reasonable
control of Spark Energy that adversely affects, intemipts, or precludes its perf~rmtt~ice. Ici additioci, acts of other parties,

-- inch~ding withou[ limitation, RTOs, eygrngacurs, othtr TPSs, qualified scheduling entities, LDUs, any governmental authority,
and the respective emp.lpyees and agents of such parties, wi11 also Ue deemed to be events of Farce Majeure.

{c) Energy ttelivery slvzll continue to be provided by your LDU. You should contact yow• LT)U in tl~c. event of a power outage
or emergency. Your natural gas service will be provided in accordarsce with your existing; connection mquirements unless you
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request a change by the LDU and pay For the cost of that change. Yau may not resell or use any natui~ai gas provided under this
Agreement as ui auxiliary or supplement to any other source of power. The supply of nahual gas under this Agreement will be

measured at the delivery point by the Ll~il providing the delivery service in accordance wit4 the terms of the applicable tariff fir
natural gas service. Spark Energy and.you will be bound by the measurement from the meters owned, installed, maintained and
read by tltc LDU.

(d) This Agreement will be governed by, inteepreted, construed and. enforced in accordance with the laws of the State of New
Jersey; without regard to principles of conflicts of laws.

{e} A wet or faxed signature on a Natural Gas Service Agreement is an agreement to initiate service and begin enrotiment with
Spark Energy. These Terns of Service, along with your Welcome Letter or Natural Gas Service tlgn:crnznc, constitute the entire
agreement between you and Spark Energy relating to the subject matter hereof and supersede any other agreements, written or
oral, between you and Spark energy concerning the subject matter of the Agreement

(f} You may not assign this Agreement or your obligations under t}~is Agreement without Spark Energy's prior written consent.
Spark Energy may assign khis Agreement, together with all rights and obligations hereunder, to (i) Spark Energy's natural gas
supplier, or such supplier's designee, (ii) an at~iliate of Spark Energy or to any other person succeeding to all or substantially all
of Spark Energy's assets, or (iii) in connection with any financing or oilier f nancial arrangement.

(g) Any failure by Spark Energy to enforce any term or condition of yolu naturnl ~s service or otherwise exercise any right 3t
may have under this Agreement will not be deemed a waiver of any righrs to 8iereafter enforce any or all of the terms or
conditions of your service ar to exercise rights under this Agreement.

(h) Should any provision of this Agreement for any reason be declazed invalid'or unenforceable by final and applicable older by
a court ur any regulatory baly having jurisdiction, such decisions shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions, and the
remaining ponioas slier( remain in effect as if this Agreement hAd been agreed to without the invalid por[ian. If any provision of
this Agreement is declared invalid, the remainder of this Agreement will be consc~ued so as to give effect to its original intent and
effect as near as possible.

(i) The provisions of this Agreement concerning payu~en[, limitation of liability, acid waivers will survive the termination or
expiration afthis Agreement.

12. Contact Information. Please see 6clow.

Third Party Supplier: Spark Energy Gas, LP BPU License N: ~,,,-QQ'jQ
2105 CiryWest Boulevard, Suite 100
Houston, TX 770A2
1-8Q0-411-7514
tvww.sparkenergy.com
Flours of Operation: Monday through Friday (except holidays}, 8:00 a.m. to
8:00 p.m., and Saturday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Eastern Standard Time

Local Distribution TJtilify Pubic Service Electric &Gas (YSEG)
PU T3ox 14444
New Bnnswick, NJ 08906 (bill pay address)
1-800-43G-7734
www.pseg.com

In die cctsc of un outage, call: 1-800-438-7734

BpC,': New 7emey Board of Public Utilities
Twp Gat~;way Cc~ntcr, Suitt &OZ
Newark, NJ U7102
1-800-624-0241
wwvi.state.nj.us/bpu
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	1. This lawsuit arises from a fraudulent and deceptive scheme perpetrated by Defendant Spark Energy, Inc. and Spark Energy Gas, LP (collectively, “Defendant” or “SPARK”) relating to the excessive prices SPARK charged consumers for natural gas.
	2. Plaintiff, John Melville, is a New Jersey resident who had previously purchased natural gas for heating and cooking in his home from the local public utility, PSE&G, through the Fall of 2011.  
	3. In 1999, New Jersey deregulated energy supply in the state.  Energy deregulation has enabled consumers to purchase their energy supply from an Energy Services Company (ESCO) of their choice.  The intent of the deregulation law is to provide consumer choice and allow competition to drive down customer rates.  Since deregulation, the local utility, PSE&G, is no longer the only option for energy supply.
	4. In the wake of deregulation, SPARK has become a competing electricity and natural gas supplier in New Jersey.  SPARK promises customers savings on their monthly energy bills if they switch from their local utilities (such as PSE&G) to SPARK.
	5. A “therm” is the unit of measurement for natural gas consumption.  Utility companies typically charge consumers a dollar rate per therm, on a monthly basis, for their consumption of natural gas. 
	6. SPARK offers consumers two general options to purchase natural gas – either a fixed rate or variable rate.  A fixed rate means the cost per therm will be a constant dollar amount each month.  A variable rate will fluctuate from month to month over the course of the agreement, typically one year.
	7. SPARK has taken advantage of New Jersey energy deregulation by engaging in a deceptive, bait-and-switch scheme.  SPARK promises customers competitive variable rates based on market rates.  But, after enticing customers to switch from their local utilities or other energy suppliers to SPARK, Defendant routinely increases its customers’ rates well above the market and applies rates that are untethered to fluctuations in the wholesale price of energy.  Customers often end up paying two, three, or even four times more for natural gas than what they paid before converting to SPARK, or what they would pay with their local public utility. 
	8. The end result is that, instead of benefitting from switching to SPARK, a typical customer loses out – to the tune of hundreds or even thousands of dollars per year.  Thus, SPARK deceptively causes its customers to pay considerably more for natural gas services than they should have and otherwise would have paid.
	9. Plaintiff John Melville, on behalf of the class he seeks to represent, brings this lawsuit to redress Defendant’s unlawful and unconscionable consumer practices under the New Jersey Consumer Fraud Act, N.J.S.A. § 56:8-1 et seq., as well as under New Jersey common law based on contract and the covenant of good faith and fair dealing.  Plaintiff also brings a claim in the alternative for unjust enrichment.  Through its deceptive and unconscionable practices, upon information and belief, SPARK bilked the class, consisting of hundreds or thousands (or tens of thousands) of current and former customers with variable-rate natural gas plans in New Jersey, out of millions of dollars.
	10. Jurisdiction in this civil action is authorized pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1332(d), as minimal diversity exists, there are more than 100 class members, and the amount in controversy is in excess of $5 million.
	11. Venue is proper in this district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391 because SPARK is subject to personal jurisdiction here and regularly conducts business in the District of New Jersey, Plaintiff resides in this district, and because a substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to the claims asserted herein occurred in this district.
	12. Plaintiff John Melville is a resident of the State of New Jersey. 
	13. Defendant Spark Energy, Inc., is a Delaware corporation with its principal place of business in Texas, and, either directly or through its subsidiaries, is licensed as an electricity and natural gas supplier in the State of New Jersey.
	14. Defendant Spark Energy Gas, LP is a Delaware limited partnership with its principal place of business in Texas, and, either directly or through its subsidiaries, is licensed as a natural gas supplier in the State of New Jersey.  Collectively, Defendant Spark Energy, Inc. and Defendant Spark Energy Gas, LP are referred to as “Defendant” or “SPARK” herein.
	15. SPARK takes advantage of the regime in deregulated states such as New Jersey by adopting deceptive and unconscionable business tactics.  Defendant misleads consumers to believe that by switching to SPARK, they will save money over their local public utilities.  SPARK further represents that its rates will be tied to market factors and its rates will be competitive with the market.  In fact, as many customers soon discover, SPARK’s representations only hold true, if it all, initially; after a period of time, their rates skyrocket, completely divorced from prevailing market conditions or the wholesale cost of energy.  At a minimum, SPARK exploits ambiguities in its representations and customer agreements to draw consumers in by creating the expectation of competitive prices they will never see.  SPARK fails to disclose that, on a consistent and pre-programmed basis, its regular rates are substantially higher than the public utility company, and are exorbitant when compared to the market.
	16. SPARK’s solicitations state that customers such as Mr. Melville who switch to SPARK for electricity would save money on their energy bills as compared to their local utility company.  Upon information and belief, SPARK’s advertisements and promotional materials routinely indicated that customers would save on their energy rates.  
	17. For example, SPARK’s website states that “When companies compete for business, you win” and “Competition drives prices down.  And customers pay less.”  Moreover, when asked, SPARK salespeople and representatives also attempt to reassure customers that the company’s prices are “competitive” and will average out over time.
	18. These statements are misleading because they fail to indicate that SPARK’s rates are generally substantially higher than the local utility company and that new customers were virtually assured of receiving far more expensive service.
	19. But as most customers eventually realize, they will not save money on their variable-rate natural gas bills.  After an initial period with SPARK, customers’ rates go up and will never reflect market prices.  In fact, SPARK’s rates are not competitive with the local provider and are not in line with market factors.  Customers who switch to SPARK can wind up paying as much as two to three times above the going rate in the area.  The company’s customers in New Jersey and nationwide regularly complain that SPARK’s rates far exceed that of the public utility, that their rates have doubled or more after the first month, and that they are often being overcharged by more than 100% as compared to remaining with their local utilities.
	20. Moreover, SPARK’s claims that its rates are market sensitive are undermined by the fact that there is no correlation between the prices it charges its customers and the local cost of energy; often SPARK’s rates remain the same from month-to-month or increase, even in periods where market costs decline.
	21. SPARK does not disclose these material facts to its customers but rather actively encourages the false perception that switching to and remaining with SPARK will mean savings to the cost-conscious consumer.
	22. SPARK’s various representations regarding price are materially misleading to consumers and have the capacity to mislead.  Given knowledge of the relevant facts regarding SPARK’s exorbitant rates after the first month, no reasonable consumer would choose it as an energy supplier.
	23. In the summer of 2011, a sales representative for SPARK knocked on the door of Mr. Melville’s home and told him that he would save a minimum of 10% on his monthly energy bill if he enrolled with SPARK.  
	24. After viewing the company’s advertisements, website, and other representations, Plaintiff John Melville submitted an application on or about August 2011 to switch to SPARK as his energy supplier.  The company accepted and he began receiving electricity from SPARK in October of 2011 and natural gas in November of 2011.
	25. For the first few months of SPARK service, the SPARK rate under his variable rate plan for natural gas per therm remained somewhat competitive with the PSE&G rate.  But eventually, the SPARK rate per therm was consistently higher than the PSE&G rate per therm.
	26. The disparity between the SPARK rate per therm and what would have been Mr. Melville’s rate per therm had he stayed with PSE&G became noticeably apparent in or about late 2013.
	27. By November 2013, the SPARK rate per therm more than tripled the prevailing PSE&G rate, or $0.9990152 versus $0.2987982.  In January 2014, the SPARK rate per therm increased to $1.0337811, while the PSE&G rate was $0.4466825.  In the next two months, the SPARK rate per therm increased to $1.2990009 (in February 2014) and $1.3990008 (in March 2014), while the PSE&G rate actually dropped to $0.4075572 (in February 2014) and $0.2940676 (in March 2014).  The March 2014 rates, for example, reveal how SPARK charged more than four times the prevailing PSE&G rate.  This and other discrepancies cannot be explained as a seasonal variation, as the SPARK rate consistently was more than double the PSE&G rate into the ensuing spring, summer, and fall months.
	28. In total, SPARK overcharged Mr. Melville by at least hundreds of dollars for gas as compared to what PSE&G was charging.
	29. SPARK’s misstatements and omissions caused Mr. Melville injury because he believed that he would be charged less for natural gas than he was actually charged by SPARK.  Mr. Melville would not have enrolled in SPARK’s service but for Defendant’s deceptive and unconscionable marketing and business practices.  Had Mr. Melville known that the rates he would be charged by SPARK would in fact be substantially higher than the rates available from his previous natural gas supplier, PSE&G, he would not have enrolled with SPARK.  Mr. Melville has sustained economic injury, an ascertainable loss, caused by Defendant’s omissions and misstatements.
	30. Similarly, the other members of the class have routinely paid substantially more for SPARK service as compared with their previous suppliers and have not received the competitive rates and savings they have been told to expect by the company.
	31. SPARK’s unfair and deceptive scheme as alleged herein constitutes a continuing violation over the course of each and every time Mr. Melville (or any other class member) was overcharged for natural gas.  Further, SPARK actively concealed its wrongful conduct by maintaining to Mr. Melville and other members of the class, in SPARK’s marketing, invoicing, and other communications directed to consumers, that the prices SPARK charged for natural gas were the result of competitive market forces when, in reality, they were the result of SPARK’s fraud.  Mr. Melville and other members of the class could not discover through reasonable diligence the nature of SPARK’s wrongful conduct earlier by virtue of SPARK’s active concealment of its wrongdoing.
	32. Plaintiff John Melville brings this action to recover damages and other relief on behalf of himself and a class of all SPARK customers with variable-rate plans who used SPARK as their natural gas supplier in New Jersey during the applicable statutory period.
	33. Defendant has engaged in an ongoing unlawful practice of deceptively inducing customers to switch energy providers to SPARK and to retain their SPARK accounts by misrepresenting that they will receive competitive market-based rates and/or will likely save money on average over their local public utilities.
	34. This action is properly brought as a class action for the following reasons:
	35. Plaintiff repeats and re-alleges the allegations contained in the preceding paragraphs of this complaint and incorporates such paragraphs by reference.
	36. Plaintiff and other members of the class are “persons” within the meaning of N.J.S.A. 56:8-1(d).
	37. Defendant’s conduct alleged herein constitutes a “sale” within the meaning of N.J.S.A. 56:8-1(e).
	38. The New Jersey Consumer Fraud Act (“NJCFA”) declares unlawful “[t]he act, use or employment by any person of any unconscionable commercial practice, deception, fraud, false pretense, false promise, misrepresentation, or the knowing, concealment, suppression, or omission of any material fact with intent that others rely upon such concealment, suppression or omission, in connection with the sale or advertisement of any merchandise or real estate, or with the subsequent performance of such person as aforesaid, whether or not any person has in fact been misled, deceived or damaged thereby[.]” N.J.S.A. 56:8-2.  
	39. Defendant SPARK has engaged in unfair, unlawful and deceptive acts in trade and commerce which have the capacity and tendency to deceive and, in fact, did deceive Plaintiff and the class, and damaged Plaintiff and class members.
	40. Defendant represented that its energy supply rates would be market-based and competitive and/or that customers would on average save money over their local public utilities.  But consumers did not save money.  In fact, Defendant’s actual rates were excessive and unreasonable and bore no reasonable relationship to market rates. 
	41. Defendant committed an unlawful, deceptive, and unconscionable trade practice by inducing its customers to switch to or remain with SPARK and then proceeding to charge them exorbitant rates far out of line with the gas market.
	42. Defendant wrongfully concealed, suppressed, and omitted to disclose that its average rates were far higher than local public utilities and that the main goal of the so-called “competitive,” “market-based” pricing system was not to save money on behalf of Plaintiff and the class members but to reap undue profits at their expense.  
	43. Defendant’s misrepresentations and omissions had the capacity to mislead Plaintiff and the members of the class into believing (i) that SPARK’s rates would be significantly lower than the amounts SPARK actually charged, and (ii) that these rates would be substantially equivalent to or better than the rates charged by Plaintiff’s and the class members’ local public utilities.  Plaintiff and the class members were injured as a result.
	44. Defendant’s practices are grossly disproportionate with the industry.  Upon information and belief, most ESCOs do charge competitive market-based rates which generally meet or beat a customer’s local public utility.  On the occasions where a private supplier’s rates are higher than the public utility, it is usually only by a very small percentage.
	45. Because of Defendant’s unlawful, deceptive, unfair, and unconscionable trade practice and scheme, Plaintiff and other members of the class have suffered injury and damages in an amount to be determined at trial.  Pursuant to the NJCFA, this court has the power to enjoin the Defendant’s conduct.  Unless enjoined by this court, Defendant will continue their unlawful practice of charging excessive undisclosed rates to SPARK’s New Jersey customers.
	COUNT II
	BREACH OF CONTRACT/BREACH OF THE
	COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING
	46. Plaintiff repeats and re-alleges the allegations contained in the preceding paragraphs of this complaint and incorporate such paragraphs by reference.
	47. Plaintiff and SPARK entered into a valid contractual agreement.  The Contract is attached hereto as Exhibit A.
	48. The act of imposing unreasonable and exorbitant energy prices – unrelated to the market values – in violation of the company’s representations amounts to a breach of a valid contract, which caused Plaintiff and class members to suffer actual, ascertainable losses.    
	49. Plaintiff and other members of the class have performed all material obligations imposed on them in the contract.  Defendant has not performed the obligations imposed on them in the contract.   
	50. In addition, every contractual arrangement inherently carries with it a covenant of good faith and fair dealing.  Under this covenant, we are not to suppose that one party is put at the mercy of the other but will read in any necessary conditions to ensure a mutuality of obligation under fair terms.
	51. When a contract contains an indefinite price term – such, as here, Defendant’s variable, market-based pricing – the seller does not have unfettered discretion to set the price. Rather, under the covenant of good faith and fair dealing, the seller must set the price reasonably and in good faith.
	52. Here, Defendant has failed to satisfy this obligation.  Instead of setting their rates in good faith consistent with the market, Defendant has unilaterally imposed exorbitant, undisclosed rates on its customers, including Plaintiff and the members of the class.  In actuality, Defendant’s rates bear no reasonable relationship to market rates.  While Defendant represents that, on average, their rates will be competitive with and/or undercut the market (as represented by the local public utilities that most SPARK customers switch from), in reality, SPARK’s rates generally far exceed that market.
	53. Under the covenant of good faith and fair dealing, SPARK should have billed customers like Plaintiff at a reasonable, market-based rate as promised – that is, a rate similar, competitive, or equivalent to the rate charged by the class members’ local public utilities during the class period.  All monies paid above this reasonable amount should be restored to the class as damages. 
	54. Plaintiff and the class have been damaged by SPARK’s breach of the covenant of good faith in an amount to be determined at the trial of this action.
	55. Plaintiff repeats and re-alleges the allegations contained in the preceding paragraphs of this complaint and incorporate such paragraphs by reference.
	56. Should the Court determine that a valid, enforceable, and binding contractual relationship did not exist between the parties at any time or covering any aspect of their relationship, Plaintiff brings this claim in the alternative for unjust enrichment. 
	57. Because of the wrongful activities described above, including charging Plaintiff exorbitant rates grossly out of line with market rates, Defendant has received money belonging to the Plaintiff and the class.
	58. By collecting exorbitant and unreasonable rates from SPARK customers, Defendant has benefited from receipt of the excessive rates, and under principles of equity and good conscience, Defendant should not be permitted to keep this money.
	59. Defendant has reaped illegal profits and unjustly enriched themselves at the expense of Plaintiff and class members.
	60. As a result of Defendant’s imposition of these excessive and unreasonable energy rates, Defendant must account to the Plaintiff and class members for such unjust enrichment and disgorge their unlawful profits as restitution to the class.
	61. By reason of the foregoing, Plaintiff and the class have suffered money damages in an amount to be determined at the trial of this action.
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